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Abstract
Large language models (LLMs) empowered by chain-of-thought (CoT) prompting have yielded remarkable prowess in
reasoning tasks. Nevertheless, current methods predominantly lean on handcrafted or task-specific demonstrations,
lack reliable knowledge basis and thus struggle for trustworthy responses in an automated pattern. While recent
works endeavor to improve upon one certain aspect, they ignore the importance and necessity of establishing
an integrated and interpretable reasoning system. To address these drawbacks and provide a universal solution,
we propose AuRoRA: a one-for-all platform for augmented reasoning and refining based on CoT prompting
that excels in adaptability, reliability, integrity, and interpretability. The system exhibits superior performances
across six reasoning tasks and offers real-time visual analysis, which has pivotal academic and application value
in the era of LLMs. The AuRoRA platform is available at https://huggingface.co/spaces/Anni123/AuRoRA.
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1. Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) have showcased
impressive competence across a wide range of
reasoning tasks (Brown et al., 2020; Scao et al.,
2022; Chowdhery et al., 2022; Touvron et al., 2023;
Qin et al., 2023; OpenAI, 2023). Notably, these
capabilities are bolstered by chain-of-thought (CoT)
prompting (Kojima et al., 2023; Wei et al., 2023)
that guides LLMs to conduct reasoning step by
step based on a simple trigger or several in-context
learning (ICL) demonstrations.

Despite the unparalleled achievements gained
by current CoT prompting methods, obstacles
persist in divergent aspects toward a more adaptive,
reliable and interpretable resolution. On one hand,
existing approaches primarily rely on manually
crafted or task-specific demonstrations, thus failing
to adapt themselves to diverse question types
(Wei et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023; Zhou et al.,
2023; Zhang et al., 2023c). On the other hand,
research has unveiled a discrepancy between the
intrinsic knowledge within LLMs and the knowledge
required for a given task (Zhang et al., 2023a;
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Figure 1: The major features of AuRoRA.

Zhu et al., 2023; McKenna et al., 2023), which
results in the hallucination phenomenon (Ji et al.,
2023; Zhang et al., 2023b). Hence, establishing
an effective alignment between the acquired and
required knowledge for the input question is of
crucial importance. Although recent works have
embarked on either pursuing generality (Zou et al.,
2024) or enhancing reasoning reliability (Gou et al.,
2023; Zhao et al., 2023; Yoran et al., 2023),
they tend to prioritize one specific aspect and
yet overlook the necessity of an integrated and
interpretable system, which abounds with potential
application values.

To address the above drawbacks, we propose
AuRoRA: a one-for-all platform for augmented
reasoning and refining based on CoT prompting.

https://huggingface.co/spaces/Anni123/AuRoRA
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Figure 2: The workflow of AuRoRA platform.

AuRoRA works in six steps: (i) first, it identifies
the type of input question; (ii) second, it
automatically constructs the most representative
ICL demonstrations according to the question
type and derives the initial rationales; (iii) third,
it retrieves relevant knowledge from LLMs and
external knowledge bases; (iv) fourth, it refines
the acquired multi-source knowledge to achieve
verification and filtering; (v) fifth, it revises the initial
rationales based on the high-quality knowledge;
(vi) lastly, it outputs the final answer with highest
self-consistency. We evaluate our system on six
tasks encompassing arithmetic, commonsense,
and symbolic reasoning. Experimental results
show that AuRoRA consistently outperforms the
zero-shot baseline by a large margin.

To sum up, AuRoRA has the prominent features
as follows (as shown in Figure 1):

(i) Adaptability: liberates the need for manual
labor and handily adapts to diverse tasks and LLMs;

(ii) Reliability: fuses multi-source knowledge
and adopts a self-revision mechanism;

(iii) Integrity: serves as a universal one-stop
solution that augments the reasoning capability
from various facets;

(iv) Interpretability: provides user-friendly visual
analysis and achieves process transparency.

2. The AuRoRA platform

This section will present the details of our proposed
framework and describe the website interface.

2.1. System Workflow
Figure 2 depicts the workflow of AuRoRA platform.
Its workflow consists of six steps:
(i) Self-identification: determines the type of input
question which is confirmed by the user;
(ii) Self-construction: builds the most representative
ICL demonstrations according to the identified type
and derives the initial rationales;
(iii) Self-retrieval: extracts multi-source knowledge
to further alleviate hallucination;
(iv) Self-refinement: refines multi-source knowl-
edge for verification and filtering;
(v) Self-revision: revises the initial rationales based
on the high-quality knowledge;
(vi) Self-consistency: returns the final answer with
the high hest level of self-consistency.

AuRoRA provides a one-for-all solution for
performing task-adaptive CoT reasoning. The
workflow runs free from manual annotations,
improves the credibility of the responses, and offers
visual analysis with adequate transparency.

Self-identification Given an input question q,
we leverage the demonstrations formulated as
[Question:qi; Type:ti], where (qi, ti) are from
distinct types including arithmetic, commonsense-
mc, commonsense-verify, symbolic-coin and
symbolic-letter. Then the input query is appended
to the demonstrations, which is subsequently
delivered to LLMs to infer the data type t.

Self-construction Given the question type t,
we first locate the corresponding data pool DPt.
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Figure 3: The website interface of AuRoRA platform.

Following Zhang et al. (2023c), we select k
representative questions in DPt. Afterward, we
concatenate these k typical questions along with
their rationales and answers acquired by Zero-shot-
CoT (Kojima et al., 2023) and employ them as
the ICL demonstrations for inference. To foster
the divergent thinking pattern of LLMs, we borrow
the idea from Wang et al. (2023) and sample
a diverse set of candidate rationales: Rini ={
r1ini, r

2
ini, . . . , r

n
ini

}
, where n denotes the number

of initial rationales.

Self-retrieval The goal of self-retrieval is to
extract knowledge from varied sources related to
q. The sources are generated by LLMs or retrieved
from Wikipedia in our implementation. On one
hand, a knowledge-guided trigger for question q
is devised as: [Question: q; Promptkn], where
Promptkn stands for "Necessary knowledge about
the question by not answering the question:".
The trigger is then fed into LLMs to acquire
latent intrinsic knowledge Knowllm. On the other
hand, we employ Wikepedia-API to search for
the query entities and select top sentences from
their Wikipedia pages. In this way, we access
knowledge from external sources with higher
factuality Knowkb.

Self-refinement With previously attained multi-
source knowledge {Knowllm,Knowkb}, the ob-
jective of self-refinement is to generate brief
and refined knowledge that balances factuality
and relevance to the question. Concretely,
we concatenate the diverse knowledge and ask
LLMs to perform a refinement and verification:
[Knowledge1: Knowllm; Knowledge2: Knowkb;
Promptref], where Promptref refers to "By using
Knowledge2 to check Knowledge1, output the brief
and correct knowledge:". By this means, we attain
the refined knowledge Knowref .

Self-revision Now that we have a set of initial
rationales Rini =

{
r1ini, r

2
ini, . . . , r

n
ini

}
and refined

knowledge Knowref , we revise the original
rationales according to the high-quality knowledge.
In detail, given riini ∈ Rini, we navigate
LLMs to modify the antecedent rationales by
simultaneously reviewing the question and knowl-
edge: [Question: q; Knowledge: Knowref ;
Original rationale: riini; Promptrev], where
Promptrev denotes "With Knowledge given, output
the revised rationale for Question in a precise and
certain style by thinking step by step:". Hence,
we manage to obtain a set of revised rationales
Rrev =

{
r1rev, r

2
rev, . . . , r

n
rev

}
.
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Table 1: Experimental results on different reasoning tasks.

Method Arithmetic Commonsense Symbolic
MultiArith SingleEq CSQA Strategy Letter Coin

Zero-shot 24.7 84.1 72.7 47.4 0.0 43.2
Zero-shot CoT 78.7 78.7 64.6 54.8 57.6 91.4
AuRoRA 91.7 92.9 75.4 66.0 60.7 99.1

Table 2: Typical methods of enhancing CoT prompting.

Method Mixed Automatic Enhanced Revised Consistent
Types Prompt Knowledge Rationale Answer

Auto-CoT (Zhang et al., 2023c) ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Self-Prompting (Li et al., 2023) ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

CRITIC (Gou et al., 2023) ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

Verify-and-Edit (Zhao et al., 2023) ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓
MCR (Yoran et al., 2023) ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓
Self-Consistency (Wang et al., 2023) ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓
GeM-CoT (Zou et al., 2024) ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

AuRoRA (Ours) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Self-consistency In the end, we continually
adopt the self-consistency decoding strategy
(Wang et al., 2023) and get a corresponding set
of answers A = {a1, a2, . . . , an}. Then we take a
majority vote over A and derive the final answer:
af = argmaxa

∑n
i=1 1(ai = a).

2.2. Website Interface

The online website of AuRoRA is illustrated in
Figure 3. We provide an example of interacting with
the system to get the corresponding responses.

Input Setting In the first place, the users enter
the question in the input box on the top-left of the
website and specify the engine of LLMs on the top-
right. The users can check the Store data box
if they agree to store their data for research and
development use.

Interpretable Process After determining the
input setting, the users sequentially click the
buttons of self-identification, self-construction, self-
retrieval, self-refinement, self-revision, and self-
consistency. As is shown in Figure 3, all of the
buttons are in blue with the corresponding label on
them. The content of each step is thus displayed
on the panel of the website, contributing to the
interpretability of our system.

Output Feedback Eventually, clicking the self-
consistency button presents the predicted answers
by AuRoRA and the zero-shot baseline. Moreover,
the users are free to share their feedback by clicking
the buttons of Agree, Disagree and Uncertain at
the bottom of the website.

3. Experiments

3.1. Setup

For LLM engines, we provide a series of currently
available models of GPT-3 and GPT-3.5 from
OpenAI API 1. To validate the effectiveness of our
system, we conduct experiments on six datasets
including two arithmetic reasoning tasks (MultiArith
(Roy and Roth, 2015), SingleEq (Koncel-Kedziorski
et al., 2015)), two commonsense reasoning tasks
(CSQA (Talmor et al., 2019), StrategyQA (Geva
et al., 2021)),and two symbolic reasoning tasks
(Last Letter Concatenation (Wei et al., 2023), Coin
Flip (Wei et al., 2023)) Following the setting of Wei
et al. (2023), the number of demonstrations k is 8
except for symbolic-letter (4), commonsense-mc
(7) and commonsense-verify (6). The number of
rationales is 5 considering the trade-off between
performance and costs.

3.2. Main Results

Table 1 presents the results on six reasoning
tasks, manifesting the consistent advancements
of AuRoRA over the zero-shot baselines. Besides,
since the goal of our work is to build a one-for-
all system, we compare our proposed AuRoRA
with the prevailing typical CoT methods, as
demonstrated in Table 2. Notably, our system
distinguishes itself for its remarkable versatility.
It not only excels in scenarios involving mixed
question types and obviates the need for manual
demonstration crafting, but it also undergoes
a multi-stage process, thereby fertilizing our
integrated system from manifold angles.

1https://openai.com/blog/openai-api

https://openai.com/blog/openai-api
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Table 3: An example from StrategyQA.
Type Content
Q Is pickled cucumber ever red?

Original CoT Pickled cucumber is usually green. Therefore, pickled cucumber is rarely red.
The answer is no.

Self knowledge Pickled cucumbers can be made in a variety of ways, and the color of the
cucumbers can vary depending on the ingredients used in the pickling process.

KB knowledge [...] The flesh of Kool-Aid pickles typically take on a pink or red color.

Refined knowledge The ingredients used to pickled cucumbers will make them different colors, for
example Kool-Aid pickles are pink or red.

Corrected CoT Depending on the ingredients used in the vinegar solution, such as herbs and
spices, the pickled cucumbers can take on a red color. So the answer is yes.

Answer Yes(Gold) || Yes(AuRoRA) || No(Zero-shot Baseline)

Table 4: Accuracy of different system settings on
ARC-c datasets.

System Accuracy(%)
zero-shot 51.4
w/ maths setting 70.0
w/ self-identification(ours) 77.6

4. Analysis

4.1. Interpretability: Case Study

In order to further demonstrate the superiority and
interpretability of our system, we provide a case
study from StrategyQA, which is shown in Table
3. From this example, our system successfully
corrects the factual errors entailed in baseline
methods by retrieving knowledge from multiple
sources and conducting refinement upon it. Hence,
our system enjoys superior robustness to various
input questions than baselines.

4.2. Generalization of our system

We conduct experiments to test generalization of
our system. We test a mathematical reasoning
system on ARC-c dataset. We implement a
mathematical variant of AuRoRA by replacing the
self-identification phase with direct mathematical
demonstrations. As shown in Table 4, even
with missing configurations, our system runs
far better than the baseline (51.4 → 70.0),
which demonstrates the favorable generalization
capability and robustness of our system.

4.3. Contributions of each process

Table 5 elucidates the contributions of each process
in detail, demonstrating that each processes plays
a vital role in building the proposed one-for-all
AuRoRA platform.

Table 5: Contributions of each process.
Feature Constributed Process

Adaptability (input) - Self-identification
- Self-construction

Reliability (process)
- Self-retrieval
- Self-refinement
- Self-revision

Reliability (output) - Self-consistency
Integrity - All six steps
Interpretability - All six steps

5. Related Works
Recent works have promoted the CoT method
in three main aspects, namely sample selection,
reasoning enhancement and decoding strategy.
For sample selection, Auto-CoT (Zhang et al.,
2023c) and Self-Prompting (Li et al., 2023) guided
LLMs to perform reasoning by automatically
constructing diverse and task-adapted samples.
For reasoning enhancement, methods such as
CRITIC (Gou et al., 2023), Verify-and-Edit (Zhao
et al., 2023) and MCR (Yoran et al., 2023)
corrected the rationales by interacting with external
knowledge. For decoding strategy, self-consistency
(Wang et al., 2023) generated diverse reasoning
paths for aggregation.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we propose AuRoRA, a one-for-all
platform for augmented reasoning and refining
based on task-adaptive CoT prompting. The core
objective is to provide a universal reasoning system
featuring adaptability, reliability, integrity and
interpretability. Moreover, AuRoRA simultaneously
offers user-friendly operation and real-time visual
analysis from the website interface. Our proposed
AuRoRA channels the CoT prompting method
towards an integrated and applicable pattern from
a bigger picture.
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